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A comparison of the results from ASDEX Upgrade and MAST on the radial extent and

spatial structure of type-I ELMs is presented.  Data from a wide range of diagnostics have

been used to build a consistent picture of the parameters that determine the radial extent of

the efflux and the structure of ELMs. The ELM efflux extends up to 10 cm from the

plasma edge on ASDEX Upgrade and up to 20 cm on MAST.  Plasmas with a range of

toroidal magnetic fields have been studied and there are indications from both devices that

the radial extent is dependent on the toroidal magnetic field (the smaller the field the

larger the extent). A study of a series of shots on ASDEX Upgrade with different plasma

edge to wall separation suggests that the closeness of the wall does not have a stabilising

effect on the radial extent of the ELM.  Data from a mid-plane Langmuir probe and from

visible imaging are consistent with non-linear ballooning mode theory, which predicts that

the ELM has a filament like structure. On both devices these structures have a poloidal

extent of 5 - 10 cm and a typical toroidal mode number of ~15 and are found to accelerate

away from the plasma edge.  The acceleration is ~3 times larger on MAST than on

ASDEX Upgrade.  Based on a rotating filament model the ELM efflux is found to

accelerate away from the plasma edge with accelerations in the range 1.5x10
6
 - 6.5x10

6

ms
-2

 on ASDEX Upgrade and 5x10
6
 - 15x10

6
 ms

-2
  on MAST.  In order to understand

what physics determines the value of the acceleration, and in turn the radial extent of the

filaments, a study of the relevant edge parameters is presented. 

This work was partly funded by the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences

Research Council and EURATOM
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Nonlinear Dynamics and Energy Loss Mechanisms of ELMs*

P.B. Snyder1, H.R. Wilson2, and X.Q. Xu3
1General Atomics, P.O. Box, San Diego, California, USA

2Culham Science Centre, Oxfordshire, UK
3Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California, USA

The peeling-ballooning model proposes intermediate wavelength MHD modes driven by
the pressure gradient and current in the pedestal region as a mechanism for edge localized
modes (ELMs) and constraints on the H-Mode pedestal. The model has successfully
explained onset conditions and a number of observed characteristics of many types of ELMs.
Recent studies have incorporated toroidal flow shear, revealing important effects on mode
structure, and suggesting that mode growth strongly damps sheared flow in the edge,
resulting in a collapse of the edge transport barrier during the ELM collapse. Nonlinear
simulations of ELMs, employing 3D electromagnetic reduced-Braginskii equations, reveal
the expected peeling-ballooning character of the modes in the linear phase, and explosive
growth of one or many filaments during a fast nonlinear crash phase. These filaments carry
hot plasma from the pedestal region into the cold, open field line region, allowing local fast
diffusion and secondary instabilities to remove energy from the core plasma via parallel
transport along the filaments. We propose these two mechanisms, (1) temporary collapse of
the edge transport barrier, and (2) radially propagating filaments acting as conduits, to
explain the observed energy losses during the ELM collapse. Implications are explored and
compared to observations.

(left) Linear mode structure
of an n=18 mode. (right)
Radial ly  propagat ing
filament during nonlinear
phase of 3D simulation.

*Work supported by the US Department of Energy under DE-FG03-95ER54309, the UK Engineering and
Physical Sciences Research Council, and Euratom.
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S.Kalvin⋄, G.Kocsis⋄, M.E.Manso†, M.Maraschek, Y.Martin∗, V.Mertens, R.Neu,

J.Neuhauser, T.Pütterich, A.C.C.Sips, W.Suttrop, G.Veres⋄, ASDEX Upgrade Team

Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,

Boltzmannstr. 2, 85748 Garching, Germany
o CEA Cadarache, 13108 St Paul-Lez-Durance Cedex, France,
† Centro de Fusão Nuclear, IST, 1049-001 Lisboa, Portugal

⋄KFKI-RMKI, EURATOM Association, P.O. Box 49, H-1525 Budapest-114, Hungary
∗ CRPP-EPFL, CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland,

The ELM induced power load on the divertor occurring in the type-I ELMy H-mode
reference scenario is one of the main areas of concern for ITER. Extrapolating the results
of present day tokamaks, an acceptable lifetime for the divertor cannot be realised. ELM
mitigation by externally induced ELMs aims on a modification of the ELM frequency
fELM , causing a reduction of the ELM energy ∆WELM by enhancing fELM . Various
methods, usually targeting the ELM drive terms edge pressure gradient p′edge and current
jedge, have been tested. Some have shown to trigger prompt ELMs, establish fELM as a
free parameter and mitigate ELMs according to the relation fELM×∆WELM = const. The
deleterious impact of ELM mitigation on the confinement is quite small, a relation for the
plasma energy W ∼ f−0.2

ELM was found. This is significantly less than W ∼ f−0.6
ELM observed

in the case of intrinsic ELMs. Meanwhile, ELM frequency control already became a part
of the toolkit for plasma control and is incorporated e.g. into integrated plasma scenarios
as candidate regimes for ITER.

Detailed investigations are performed at ASDEX Upgrade aiming to resolve the following
puzzles connected with ELM trigger attempts relying on particle injection. This is the
impact of the different trigger techniques, how the triggered ELM evolves temporally and
spatially and why the correlation between local edge parameters like the collisionality
ν∗ and ∆WELM observed for intrinsic ELM can be broken. Local 3D perturbations
were imposed by Deuterium (D) pellet injection, supersonic D gas jets, and Carbon and
Aluminium micro pellet laser blow off. It is found that the gas jet, unlike the pellet,
is insufficient to trigger prompt ELMs although the applied particle flux is of the same
amount. On the other hand, investigations showed pellet masses reduced by more than a
factor of ten - technically not feasible to date - would be still sufficient to release prompt
ELMs. This shows that the perturbation required for ELM triggering has to fulfil local
susceptibility criteria. Experiments conducted in order to uncover possible relations
are reported as well as approaches to resolve the temporal and spatial evolution of a
triggered ELMs with maximised resolution and compare it to its intrinsic counterparts.
Furthermore, a fast framing camera system was set into operation for dedicated studies
on the ELM trigger dynamics.

The pellet based ELM pacing approach will be discussed with respect to its potential
extension towards higher ratios fELM/f0 (f0: intrinsic ELM frequency). Experimental
efforts at ASDEX Upgrade and its application to JET will be described. Finally, a
possible scheme for pellet ELM pacing at ITER will be presented.
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Plasma density turbulence in TCV tokamak edge: direct comparison of 

experiment with 2D simulation 

 

J. Horacek1, O.E. Garcia2, R.A. Pitts1, J.P. Graves1, V. Naulin2, A.H. Nielsen2, J. Juul Rasmussen2 
1 CRPP EPFL, CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland 

2 Association EURATOM-Risø National Laboratory, OPL-128 Risø, DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark 

 

 A rather extensive database of plasma density fluctuations in the scrape off layer 

(SOL) of the TCV tokamak has been compiled using a fast reciprocating Langmuir probe. 

Data has been obtained for varying plasma current, density, fuel species, field direction and 

radial position in the SOL of diverted, ohmic discharges including L/H-mode. Analysis of 

this data has recently shown [1] that the density fluctuations in TCV exhibit statistical 

properties which are universal across a broad range of discharge conditions. The shape of the 

probability distribution function (PDF) is uniquely determined everywhere in the SOL by the 

relative fluctuation level, A=<n>/σ(n). Close to separatrix at low line averaged density, the 

fluctuations are generally relatively small (A≤10), the PDF is close to Gaussian and 

correlation times are short. In contrast, in the far SOL, PDF is strongly skewed, correlation 

times are much longer and the relative fluctuation amplitudes are much higher, characterised 

by a value of A that saturates to A~1.7, independently of discharge conditions. 

 This contribution extends the above analysis to a greater range of discharges, now 

including limiter plasmas, more highly shaped diverted equilibria and some variation in 

poloidal position of the measurement. In addition and most importantly, direct comparisons 

have now been made between this TCV experimental data and the results of 2D Edge-SOL 

Electrostatic (ESEL) fluid turbulence code [2] which include magnetic field curvature and 

sheath boundary conditions in the SOL region. These simulations produce time series 

containing large amplitude, radially propagating structures (blobs) which, when analysed 

statistically in exactly the same way as for the experimental data, are in striking agreement 

with the measurements, including the observed variation of statistical properties throughout 

the SOL radial extent. 

References 

[1] J. P. Graves, J. Horacek, R.A. Pitts, K.I. Hopcraft, Plasma PPCF 47, L1 (2005) 

[2] O. E. Garcia, V. Naulin, A. H. Nielsen, J. J. Rasmussen, PRL 92, #16, 165003 (2004) 
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Sustained High Beta Plasmas with Flat q-Profile in DIII-D*

A.M. Garofalo1, E.J. Doyle2, C.M. Greenfield3, A.H. Hyatt3, G.L. Jackson3,
R.J. Jayakumar4, C.E. Kessel5, R.J. La Haye3, M. Okabayashi5, H. Reimerdes1,

J.T. Scoville3, and E.J. Strait3
1Columbia University, New York, NY 10027, USA

2University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90095, USA
3General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92186, USA

4Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94550, USA
5Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ 08543, USA

A first step to demonstration of ~100% bootstrap Advanced Tokamak (AT) is achieving
and sustaining high normalized beta (βN > 5) for at least one current relaxation time, in
plasmas with a q-profile having high qmin (≥2) for high bootstrap current fraction, large radius
of qmin [ρ(qmin) ≥ 0.8] for good bootstrap alignment, and low q95 for high fusion gain. These
q-profiles have been approached most closely in two types of discharges:  a) “current-hole”
discharges with q0 >> qmin ~ q95, b) “flat q-profile” discharges with q0 ~ qmin ~ q95. In the
“current-hole” plasmas the maximum value of βN has been limited to a low value (~2) by
internal MHD instabilities. On the other hand, “flat q-profile” plasmas have achieved and
sustained βN > 4 for durations ≥600 ms in DIII-D.
Detailed stability studies [1] have shown the need to produce plasma discharges with a

broad p-profile to raise ideal-wall instability thresholds and allow sustained operation at high
βN. The flat-q approach is motivated by the hypothesis that a broad pressure profile may be
obtained more easily by creating a broad q-profile. To this end, the toroidal field (BT) is
ramped in DIII-D down while the plasma is
sufficiently hot to behave ideally. In ideal MHD,
the flux is conserved as BT decreases and the flux
surfaces expand. Both the current and the pressure
profile are observed to follow the expansion of the
core flux (see figure). With profile gradients closer
to the plasma edge the calculated n=1 βN limit with
a conducting wall increases to 5.4, as needed for
AT operation. Experimental results will be
presented more fully.
[1] J.R. Ferron, et al., “Optimization of DIII-D Advanced Tokamak Discharges With Respect
to the Beta Limit,” to be published in Phys. Plasmas (2005).

*Work supported by the US Department of Energy under DE-FG02-89ER53297, DE-FG03-01ER54615, DE-
FC02-04ER54698, W-7405-ENG-48, and DE-AC02-76CH03073.
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Physics of integrated high-per formance NSTX plasmas* 
や

J.E. Menard, M.G. Bell, R.E. Bell, E.D. Fredrickson, D.A. Gates, W. Heidbrink, R. Kaita, 

S.M. Kaye, C.E. Kessel, H. Kugel, B.P. LeBlanc, K.C. Lee, F.M. Levinton, R. Maingi,  

S.S. Medley, D.R. Mikkelsen, D. Mueller, N. Nishino, M. Ono, H. Park, W. Park, S.F. Paul,  

T. Peebles, M. Peng, R. Raman, M. Redi, L. Roquemore, S.A. Sabbagh, C.H. Skinner,  

A. Sontag, V. Soukhanovskii, B. Stratton, D. Stutman, E. Synakowski, Y. Takase,  

G. Taylor, K. Tritz, M. Wade, J.R. Wilson, W. Zhu, and the NSTX Research Team 

 

An overarching goal of magnetic fusion research is the integration of steady state operation 

with high fusion power density, high plasma d, good thermal and fast particle confinement, 

and manageable heat and particle fluxes to reactor internal components.  NSTX has made 

significant progress in integrating and understanding the interplay between these competing 

elements.  Sustained high elongation up to 2.5 and H-mode transitions during the IP ramp-up 

have increased dP and reduced li at high current resulting in IP flat-top durations exceeding 

0.8s for IP > 0.8MA.  These shape and profile changes delay the onset of deleterious global 

MHD activity yielding dN values > 4.5 and dT … 20% maintained for several current diffusion 

times. Higher dN discharges operating above the no-wall limit are sustained via rotational 

stabilization of the RWM.   H-mode confinement scaling factors relative to H98(y,2) span the 

range 1‒0.4 for BT > 4kG and show a strong (nearly linear) residual scaling with BT.  Power 

balance analysis indicates the electron thermal transport dominates the loss power in beam-

heated H-mode discharges, but the core ee can be significantly reduced through current 

profile modification consistent with reversed magnetic shear.  Small ELM regimes have been 

obtained in high performance plasmas on NSTX, but the ELM type and associated pedestal 

energy loss are found to depend sensitively on the boundary elongation, magnetic balance, 

and edge collisionality. NPA data and TRANSP analysis suggest resonant interactions with 

mid-radius tearing modes may lead to large fast-ion transport.  The associated fast-ion 

diffusion and/or loss likely impact(s) both the driven current and power deposition profiles 

from NBI heating.  Results from experiments to initiate the plasma without the ohmic 

solenoid and integrated scenario modeling with the TSC code will also be described.  

*Work supported by US DOE contract DE-AC02-76CH03073. 
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“Trampoline effect” and the force field inside the void in complex plasma

under microgravity conditions

S. A. Khrapak,1 M. Kretschmer,1 S. K. Zhdanov,1 H. M. Thomas,1 G. E. Morfill, 1

V. E. Fortov,2 A. M. Lipaev,2 V. I. Molotkov,2 A. I. Ivanov,3 and M. V. Turin3

1 Max-Planck-Institut für extraterrestrische Physik, D-85741 Garching, Germany
2 Institute for High Energy Densities, Russian Academy of Sciences, Izhorskaya 13/19,

125412 Moscow, Russia
3 RSC “Energia” Korolev, 141070 Moscow Region, Russia

The PKE-Nefedov facility [1] onboard the International Space Station (ISS), operational

since March, 2001, has enabled the study of complex (dusty) plasmas under microgravity con-

ditions. A complex plasma is generated by introducing micron sized grains in a capacitively

coupled rf discharge. The grains form a cloud inside the bulkof the discharge and can be easily

visualized with the help of standard tools – laser illumination and video cameras. In most of the

experiments under microgravity conditions the central region of the discharge is free of grains

– a so-calledvoid is formed. Due to recent theoretical advances, showing thatthe ion drag force

can be more than a factor of ten larger than had traditionallybeen believed, void formation is

now thought to be a consequence of this (enhanced) interaction [2]. The way this process works

is the following: the ions drifting from the central region of a discharge to its walls and elec-

trodes transfer their momentum to the grains pushing them out of the center. However, no direct

experimental results on the origin of the void formation were reported so far.

In this paper we report new results on the observation of a weak instability of the void-

complex plasma interface observed at a relatively low gas pressure (p= 12 Pa). The instability

leads to periodic injections of a relatively small number ofparticles into the void region (by

analogy this effect is called “trampoline effect”). The trajectories of injected particles are ana-

lyzed providing information on the force field and potentialenergy distribution inside the void.

For the relatively low neutral gas pressure used in the experiment a direct comparison with

theory involving a model of the ion drag force in the collisionless regime is possible. Such

a comparison yields good agreement, implying that we have observed the first experimental

confirmation of the ion drag mechanism as being responsible for the void formation.
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Key factors affecting formation of plasma crystals include the particle interacting 

potentials, plasma fields, external forces, as well as plasma collective processes. Since dust 

crystal structures levitate in the sheath region, the ions flowing to the electrode provide a 

distinctive direction, with the plasma properties different in the parallel and perpendicular 

directions. The nature of dust interactions in flowing plasma can be understood by 

considering a simpler test system allowing elucidating their character. The simplest 

experiment and model consider a system of two particles arranged vertically or horizontally 

and maintained by an electrostatic confining potential in the horizontal direction and plasma 

sheath/gravity potentials in the vertical direction. 

Here, we present investigation of interactions of two particles coupled in the ion flow 

that includes experiments and modeling. On the basis of the model simulations, the wake 

parameters are determined, including the influence of the particles on each other and on the 

wake parameters. Comparison of the experimental data is made with the theoretically 

obtained combined interparticle potential including the molecular dynamics wake simulation 

data, the plasma Debye interaction, the external sheath potential, and taking into account the 

change of the charge of the downstream particle. 

The experiments were carried out in argon plasma with micron-sized dust particles. 

Disruptions of particle arrangements were triggered by changing the discharge controlling 

parameters (pressure and peak-to-peak voltage) as well as by applying an additional bias to 

the confining electrode. Where the transition was triggered by changes of the discharge 

parameters, the transition from the horizontal to the vertical alignment has been found to be 

more pronounced than the reverse one. The clear hysteretic phenomena were observed for 

the transition triggered by changes of the confining voltage. It is demonstrated that in the 

case of the sufficiently strong ion flow, the vertical separation of dust particles can be 

significantly less than the plasma electron Debye length. Possible mechanisms of the 

experimentally observed “closed pairing” of dust particles are discussed.  

 

[1]  S.V. Vladimirov, S.A. Maiorov, and N. F. Cramer, Phys. Rev. 67, 016407 (2003) 

[2]  N. J. Prior, L.W. Mitchell, and A.A. Samarian, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 36, 1249 (2003) 

[3] A.A. Samarian and S.V. Vladimirov, Phys. Plasmas 12, 022103 (2005) 
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This plasma is a partly ionized gas with charged particles of the dispersed phase (~ 1-10 µm 

in size), which may be recorded by a video camera; this enables one to investigate the 

processes of heat and mass transfer on the kinetic level.や 

The results of investigation of transport processes such as diffusion of macroparticles and 

formation of dust vortices in the strongly nonideal dusty plasma of DC and RF discharges 

are considered. Pair correlation functions, velocity spectra, and diffusion coefficients of 

macroparticles were measured. On the basis of the results of measurements, the 

concentrations and kinetic temperature of macroparticles were obtained for the regions of 

dust structures, in which there was no regular motion of dust. 

The dusty plasma viscosity is one of main characteristics of the plasma medium under study. 

Results of experimental investigation of the viscosity of a dust-plasma liquid were obtained. 

A uniform flow of a jet of a dust-plasma liquid was experimentally realized, and the results 

of analysis of the obtained data made it possible to estimate the coefficient of dynamic 

viscosity of a dust-plasma liquid.  

Various self-excited motions in dusty plasmas involving spatial variations of macroparticle 

charge are considered. Two basic types of instabilities in these systems are examined. The 

main attention is given to the vortex motions of macroparticles. Conditions suitable for 

creating the instabilities examined are discussed. Experimental observations of the 

instabilities in dc-glow and capacitive rf discharges are presented.  

The dynamics of phase transition in dusty plasma layer was experimentally studied. 

Movement of melting front and its speed were analyzed. On the basis of the results of 

measurements, the space distributions of concentrations and kinetic energies of dust particles 

were obtained in liquid phase and near melting front. The interparticle distances, coupling 

parameter and diffusion coefficients of macroparticles were measured under phase transition. 

This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, Grants No.03-02-

17240, No.04-02-08150 and No.04-02-16883, by NWO project 047.016.020. Two of authors 

(O.F. Petrov and O.S. Vaulina) are supported by the Russian Science Support Foundation.   
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Dust lattice (DL) modes arising in strongly coupled dusty plasmas have been extensively 

studied in many experiments using radio-frequency discharge plasmas in the laboratory and 

under microgravity conditions. In the laboratory experiments, the highly negatively charged 

particles levitate in the sheath region of the horizontal negatively biased electrode where there 

is a balance between the gravitational and electrostatic forces acting in the vertical direction. 

If the particles are magnetized by an external field, the magnetic force can also contribute to 

the force balance and support particle levitation. There are a few characteristic features of the 

particle trapping in discharge plasmas. On the one hand, the complex plasma structures reveal 

the anisotropy due to vertical ion flows that lead to the formation of an ion ''wake'' underneath 

the suspended microparticles. On the other hand, an equilibrium particle charge strongly 

depends on the vertical particle position in the sheath region. This introduces anisotropy of 

the system related to a vertical profile of the equilibrium particle charge. Finally, if the 

particles are magnetized, there exists a vertical non-uniformity of the magnetic moments 

induced by the external inhomogeneous magnetic field. We study the influence of all these 

factors on coupling of the transverse and longitudinal DL modes in a one-dimensional 

horizontal particle string. It is found two different ways of the reconnection of the dispersion 

curves for the longitudinal and transverse modes in the vicinity of their intersection point. 

When the particles levitate at that part of the complex plasmas, which provides a coupling 

coefficient to be positive, the transverse and longitudinal branches become confluent in such 

a way, that there is a considerable frequency gap in the vicinity of the intersection point, in 

which both DL modes are evanescent. This type of reconnection can be considered as a kind 

of the linear mode conversion. Conversely if the particles levitate at that part of the discharge 

where the coupling coefficient is negative, a confluence of the transverse and longitudinal 

branches occurs separately in the long-wavelength and short wavelength ranges, thus leading 

to the gap in the wavenumber domain, and resultant instability of the hybrid mode. Using the 

typical complex plasma parameters, it is found that this instability could be of importance at 

gas pressures below of a few tens Pa. The experimentally observed spontaneous excitations of 

DL waves that occur in plasma crystals when the gas pressure is decreased below a critical 

value can be a manifestation of the discovered instability. 
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By tuning RF-power and neutral gas pressure as control parameters in a dust plasma

crystal experiment it is possible to obtain a state exhibiting rather high mobility of the

dust grains through development of defects, yet maintaining the global hexagonal

structure. The state exhibits higher mobility and smaller vortical structures along the rim

and larger and more slowly moving and rotating crystalline domains in the  core.

It is different from the critical transition between the crystalline and liquid state.

Trajectories of all particles in a cluster consisting of about 700 dust grains are tracked

through 30.000 frames (time-steps). During this time the length of a grain trajectory is

typically considerably greater than the linear size of the cluster. Variogram and rescaled

range (R/S) analysis of time series of particle positions reveal super-diffusive behavior

which, from a stochastic process viewpoint, often is ascribed to either long memory

effects or to the presence of non-locality manifested as  Levy flights giving rise to heavy

algebraic tails in the position increment probability distribution function (PDF). The

experimental PDF is non-gaussian, but the tails are not algebraic. The core of the PDF,

however, has the shape of a truncated Levy distribution, which is shown to be a stretched

exponential of width that expands in time in a super-diffusive manner. Thus, super-

diffusion could in principle occur without long-range time dependence in the increment

time series and without algebraic tails in the PDF.

Analysis of the core PDF and PDFs  on different level of coarse graining of the time

series, combined with variogram and R/S analysis techniques, are employed to

disentangle memory and non-locality effects. The results are discussed and interpreted  in

the framework of a fractional kinetics approach.
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The results are given of an experimental investigation of processes of heat transfer in liquid 

dust structures. The experiments are performed for particles of alumina in plasma of an rf-

discharge. Under the experimental conditions, the dust cloud was initially an equilibrium 

liquid structure consisting of ~ 13–15 dust layers. As a result of minor variation of the 

working parameters of the discharge (increase in power or decrease in pressure), one of the 

cloud edges was heated rapidly. The boundaries of the heated region expand during ~ 10 s 

after thermal perturbation. Then, the dust system assumed a new equilibrium state and 

represented a liquid two-phase medium with a clearly defined interface between the low-

temperature and high-temperature phases. The nonuniform distribution of the temperature of 

dust particles in plasma (including a highly nonisotropic distribution) is observed quite 

frequently. This phenomenon may be explained by nonlinear spatial variation of charges of 

macroparticles, which provides for the formation of internal heat sources in a dust structure.  

The results of analysis of steady-state and unsteady-state heat transfer are used to obtain the 

coefficients of thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity. The measured values of thermal 

diffusivity were about 0.01–0.02 cm
2
/s. The temperature dependence of these coefficients is 

obtained, which agrees qualitatively with the results of numerical simulation for simple 

monatomic liquids. The quantitative difference of the measurement results from the results 

of numerical calculations may be caused by the loss of energy of dust particles due to their 

collisions with neutrals of surrounding gas. The main difference between the properties of 

simple liquids and plasma-dust systems is associated with the presence of dissipation of the 

energy of dust particles due to these collisions. No experimental or numerical data have been 

available heretofore on the effect of the friction forces on the processes of heat transfer in 

non-ideal systems. The relations between the shear viscosity, thermal conductivity, and 

diffusion constants were investigated for dissipative non-ideal systems. The analytical 

approximation for thermal conductivity coefficients in strongly correlated dust structures 

was proposed.  
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A complex (dusty) plasma is a mixture of charged micron-sized grains with an ion-electron

plasma and neutral gas. It exhibits a range of collective andwave phenomena if the damping

by the neutral drag force is weak. We made experiments in a monolayer complex plasma at

very low gas pressure (0.7-2 Pa) to minimise the frictional drag. The theory and computer

simulation were based on the equations of motion written for a monolayer of grains interacting

via a Yukawa potential and moving in 2 or 3 dimensions. The ion-electron plasma was not

explicitly included in the equations. The plasma-dependent parameters such as grain charge,

Debye length, confining potentials, and damping rate were taken from the experiments.

The phonon spectra were studied in a complex plasma. The longitudinal and transverse

modes in the crystalline phase were found to be isotropic for small wavenumbers, and highly

anisotropic for arbitrary wavenumbers. Increasing the lattice temperature we observed how the

spectra changed. The transverse mode disappeared at approximately the melting point, while

the longitudinal mode became isotropic and a new dust thermal wavemode (DTW) appeared.

Vertical (transverse) wave packets were observed in a crystalline monolayer. The phase speed

was almost two orders of magnitude higher than the group speed and they had opposite direc-

tions as expected for an inverse optical dispersion relation. The packets propagated without

apparent spreading due to combination of dispersion, inhomogeneity and neutral damping.

Monolayer crystals were found to sustain solitons. Excited by an electrostatic pulse, dis-

turbances propagated keeping their soliton parameter (amplitude times width square) constant

while their amplitude decreased due to neutral damping. A theory of compressional and shear

solitons propagating in an arbitrary direction in a hexagonal monolayer was developed.

Shock wave propagation was observed in complex plasmas. Shocks caused melting or evap-

oration of the crystal. Jump condition was found at the shockfront. The amplitude of the shock

decreased due to damping and it decayed into a soliton.

Mach cones (wakes) were obtained in monolayer crystals with low damping. Their shape was

function of the time and space dependent properties of the lattice. A theory was developed to

predict the wake shape and to reconstruct the lattice properties from the measured wake shape.

Experiments and computer simulations of complex plasmas with low damping showed that

they are good macroscopic model systems for studying various wave phenomena.
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Crystallization waves in complex plasma: numerical simulations
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Figure 1: Temperature field of dust parti-

cles during the crystallization. Inner fig-

ure shows dependence of the simulated

crystallization wave velocity on the di-

mension of the Yukawa system (bullet)

and experimental data (open circle).

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of crystal-

lization wave formation and evolution in Yukawa

system is presented. We have found the coexis-

tence of various lattice types (including metastable

ones) behind crystallization wave front. Local or-

der analysis shows the presence of fcc, bcc and hcp

phases - it is a clear manifestation of nonequilib-

rium phase transition in the system.

Kinetic observations of crystal growth in real

time are possible by using complex plasmas. A

plasma crystal is first melted into a disordered

liquid-like phase (e.g., by a short increase of the

plasma discharge power). Afterwards, the system

starts to recrystallize. Often this occurs in the form

of a crystallization wave (CW) propagating in the

direction of the decreasing particle density, against

gravity. We provided MD simulations of the crys-

tallization process, revealing the qualitative features observed in experiments. After the CW

front passed, the crystalline structures formed behind thefront revealing a sequence of transi-

tions from one lattice configuration to another.

Figure 1 shows the mean energy (temperature) field of dust particles during the crystalliza-

tion process (2D MD simulations). The color-coded temperature field front has a well devel-

oped fractal structure with a significant decrease of the temperature behind the front. Insert fig-

ure shows the dependence of the crystallization wave velocity on the dimension of the Yukawa

system. The dimension of the system is shown to be a crucial parameter which determines

the crystallization wave properties. So numerical simulations show clearly that the process of

crystallization is essentially three dimensional process. The most of experiments with complex

plasmas use 2D diagnostics so these results show, in part, that we need take into account three

dimensional nature of dusty plasma experiments. Finally the charge of dust particle impacts on

the CW velocity - it gives an additional way to evaluate the charge of the particle.
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Suppression of turbulent particle flux during
biased rotation in a laboratory plasma
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The LArge Plasma Device (LAPD) at UCLA is a 17 m long, 60 cm di-
ameter magnetized plasma column with typical plasma parameters ne ∼

1 × 1012cm−3, Te ∼ 10eV, and B ∼ 1kG. The edge plasma in LAPD is
rotated through the application of a bias voltage (typically 100V-200V) be-
tween the plasma source cathode and the vacuum vessel wall. During bi-
asing, the potential profile in the main source region (on field lines which
connect to the cathode, 0 < r . 30 cm) remains flat, while a nearly linear
potential profile is observed in the plasma between the cathode edge and
wall (30 . r < 50 cm). The induced E×B flow is therefore localized to the
edge and halo plasma of LAPD, with a substantial flow shear at a radius
near the edge of the cathode. The magnitude of the flow and flow shear
are controllable through changing the wall bias voltage. Without bias,
cross-field turbulent particle transport causes the density profile to extend
well past the cathode edge, with a fairly gentle gradient (Ln ∼ 10 cm).
As the bias voltage is applied and increased past a threshold value, the
measured density profile steepens dramatically (Ln ∼ 2 cm) at a radius
near the peak of the flow shear. Turbulent transport flux measurements
in this region show that the flux is reduced and then suppressed com-
pletely as the threshold is approached. As the bias voltage is increased
further, the measured transport flux reverses direction. The amplitude of
the fluctuations first increases as the profile steepens, then decreases as
the bias is raised further, but remains above the no bias level. However,
the cross-phase between density and azimuthal electric field fluctuations
is altered dramatically, leading to the observed suppression and reversal
of the turbulent flux. Detailed two-dimensional turbulent correlation mea-
surements have been performed using the high repetition rate (1 Hz) and
high reproducibility of LAPD plasmas. In unbiased plasmas, the corre-
lation is localized to around 5 cm radially and a slightly smaller distance
azimuthally (ρs ∼ 0.5− 1 cm). During biased rotation, a dramatic increase
in the azimuthal correlation is observed along with a decrease in the radial
correlation.
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Fractional diffusion models of transport in magnetically confined plasmas
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Experimental and theoretical evidence suggests that transport in magnetically confined

fusion plasmas deviates from the standard diffusion paradigm. Some examples include the

confinement time scaling in L-mode plasmas, rapid pulse propagation phenomena, and

inward transport in off-axis fueling experiments.  The limitations of the diffusion paradigm

can be traced back to the restrictive assumptions in which it is based. In particular, Fick’s

law, one of the cornerstones of diffusive transport, assumes that the fluxes only depend on

local quantities, i.e. the spatial gradient of the field(s). Another key issue is the Markovian

assumption that neglects memory effects.  Also, at a microscopic level, standard diffusion

assumes an underlying Gaussian, uncorrelated stochastic process (i.e. a Brownian random

walk) with well defined characteristic spatio-temporal scales.   Motivated by the need to

develop models of non-diffusive transport, we discuss here a class of transport models base

on the use of fractional derivative operators. The models incorporate in a unified way non-

Fickian transport, non-Markovian processes or “memory” effects, and non-diffusive

scaling. At a microscopic level, the models describe an underlying stochastic process

without characteristic spatio-temporal scales that generalizes the Brownian random walk.

As a concrete case study to motivate and test the model, we consider transport of tracers in

three-dimensional, pressure-gradient-driven turbulence. We show that in this system

transport is non-diffusive and cannot be described in the context of the standard diffusion

paradigm.  In particular, the probability density function (pdf) of the radial displacements of

tracers is strongly non-Gaussian with algebraic decaying tails, and the moments of the

tracer displacements exhibit super-diffusive scaling.  There is quantitative agreement

between the turbulence transport calculations and the proposed fractional diffusion model.

In particular, the model reproduces the shape and   space-time scaling of the pdf, and the

super-diffusive scaling of moments.
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Characterising the different behaviour of turbulent edge fluctuations in L and H-mode

tokamak plasmas is central to understanding the physical properties of these two

confinement regimes. Here we study measurements from a reciprocating Langmuir probe

in the Mega-Amp Spherical Tokamak (MAST), using a variety of non-linear time series

analysis techniques. These edge fluctuation measurements are first characterised in terms

of conventional measures (probability density function (PDF), autocorrelation function

and Fourier power spectrum). Hurst exponents are then computed, first with the widely

used Range/Standard deviation method and then using the more novel technique of

differencing and re-scaling. These analyses suggest the presence of only a few underlying

non-linear physical processes, which are quantitatively characterised by the re-scaling

parameters. Clear differences are found in the extent of correlation in L and H-mode

plasma edge fluctuations in MAST. Importantly, these statistical techniques also provide a

means for quantifying how far data from experiments matches the output of corresponding

models, in strongly non-linear regimes. Here we consider the first results from MAST

using the non-linear, two-fluid BOUT edge plasma simulation code.  The techniques

described above have been applied to the output of BOUT and the results are compared

with the experimental data. This enables a quantitative comparison between theory and

experiment to be made.

This work is jointly funded by the United Kingdom Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council and by EURATOM.
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The stationary turbulence in laboratory and space plasmas may contain structures with 

cuasi-coherent vortical flow. In strongly nonlinear regimes these structures appear as robust 

and long-lived vortices evolving in interaction with a background of random waves. The 

statistical analysis of such a system cannot be done as a perturbation in terms of small 

departure from Gaussianity, since the number of the non-vanishing cumulants for a cuasi-

coherent vortex can be very large. We propose a different approach, which essentially is a 

non-perturbative one. It is based on placing the unperturbed 'equilibrium' point on the state 

consisting of the reunion of the set of vortices (with random position in plane) and the 

turbulent field. From this state we introduce gradually the interaction which is incorporated 

in the model for each of the two components. The statistical properties of the cuasi-

coherent vortex are influenced by the turbulent field. And the statistical properties of the 

turbulent field are influenced by the randomly placed vortices. The model we study is the 

ion drift wave in tokamak in the range of spatial scales intermediate between the eddies and 

the sonic Larmor radius. Here the scalar nonlinearity is dominant at stationarity [1]. We 

provide the analytical calculation of the generating functional of correlations for this 

system, represented as a product of the two components. For a vortex we calculate the 

effect of the random background turbulence [2], [3]. For the turbulence we calculate with 

replica-type methods the generating functional, using a quasilinear treatment of the 

nonlinearity and assuming uncorrelated positions of the discrete vortices. The connection 

between the two system is also ensured by the presence of the unique external current, used 

for functional derivatives. Numerical results are discussed for the regime of low 

confinement in ITG turbulence in tokamak. 

[1] F. Spineanu, M. Vlad, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 025001 (2003). 

[2] F. Spineanu, M. Vlad, Phys. Rev. 65, 026406 (2002). 

[3] F. Spineanu, M. Vlad, Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 4854 (2000). 
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The problem of a comprehensive understanding of stimulated Brillouin (SBS) and 

Raman (SRS) scattering in the nonlinear regime is of widespread interest in the laser-

plasma interaction community. A new regime of SBS was found in recent simulations of 

stimulated Brillouin backscattering (SBBS), which is characterized by a low level 

reflectivity, the strong particle heating, and the appearance of electromagnetic solitons in 

its final state. 

In this paper we present the numerical simulations and their theoretical 

interpretation of the effect of plasma cavitation and formation of standing solitons 

produced in a regime of pulsating stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS). The cavities are 

filled with an intense electromagnetic field and are stable, long-living entities. Their 

physical properties are in very good agreement with theoretical predictions of 

electromagnetic solitons in hot and dense plasma. They play an important role in the 

plasma dynamics enabling strong SBS-suppression for high laser intensities and an 

efficient particle heating. 
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One of the crucial issue of the fast ignition concept of laserfusion, is the transport of hot

electrons towards the target core during the ignition phase. The classical collisional resistivity

is insufficient to stop the fast electrons within the target size. Current experimental evidences

in favour of the fast ignition concept are directly indicative of anomalous stopping of the hot

electrons.

In the present work the existence of various two and three dimensional Electron Magnetohy-

drodynamic (EMHD) instabilities for the sheared electron flow configuration (the sausage and

kink modes respectively) is shown. The nonlinear simulations in two and three dimensions for

the evolution of these unstable modes indicate that they arecapable of generating turbulence

in the electron flow. The simulations also show a significant reduction in the electron current,

which is suggestive of the turbulence induced anomalous stopping mechanism at work and

hence has direct relevance to the concept of Fast Ignition.
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Three dimensional structure of the magnetic field
generated by counter-streaming relativistic

electron beams in a collisionless plasma

F. Califano, F. Pegoraro, D. Del Sarto
Phys. Dept. and INFM, Pisa University, Pisa, Italy

The Weibel instability is an electromagnetic plasma mode that can transform the
thermal energy of an anisotropic plasma into magnetic field energy. In the field
of laser plasma interactions a similar type of instability has been considered as
the cause of the current filamentation and magnetic field generation that occurs in
the wake of an ultra-intense, ultra-short laser pulse propagating in an underdense
plasma. Recently, much attention has been paid to this instability also in overdense
plasma regimes where current filaments are observed in large scale 3D PIC numerical
simulations and large ordered magnetic fields can contribute to the energetic electron
transport.

Here we study the evolution of this instability in a 3D fluid (relativistic) regime,
in the case of a plasma where the anisotropy is given by two counter-streaming
electron beams. We present the initial phase of the development of the instability
when kinetic effects are not yet dominant, and stress the differences with respect
to the 2D results where the system is supposed to remain homogeneous along the
beam direction.

Our aim is to point out the physical characteristics of the magnetic structures to
be expected as a consequence of the development of this instability in the case of two
initially symmetric (equal density and velocity) or non symmetric (one denser and
slower, the other one less dense and faster) beams with a typical width comparable
to (inhomogeneous case) or much larger than (homogeneous case) the electron skin
depth.
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We study the nonlinear evolution of the resistive tearing mode in slab geometry using

the equations of reduced-MHD (RMHD). Focus is drawn to the W∆′
≈ 1 regime, for

which the classic description of the tearing mode, comprising three distinct stages - FKR

linear evolution, Rutheford’s slow nonlinear growth and White’s saturation - is no longer

valid.

By numerically scanning the parameter space (∆′, η) we find that under certain con-

ditions the X-point structure collapses giving rise to a current sheet. This new geom-

etry allows faster, Sweet-Parker like reconnection to take over, with outflows becoming

Alfvénic and growth rates that can exceed the linear ones – nonlinear explosive growth.

The collapse process is analyzed and found to occur at island widths such that W∆′
≈ 8.2

when η → 0, in qualitative agreement with the theory developed by F.Waelbroeck (PRL

70, 21, 3259-3262). The current sheet eventually develops singularities at the end points,

in the manner predicted by Syrovatskii (Sov. Phys. JETP 33, 933-40) and numerically

observed by Biskamp in simulations of driven reconnection (PoF 29, 5, 1986).

Tearing instability of the current sheet is also observed. A second island then forms,

which breaks down and coallesces with the main magnetic island. Previous numeric stud-

ies of driven reconnection displaying this behaviour (Biskamp, PoF 29, 5, 1986) predict

a maximum current sheet aspect ratio A ≈ 100. By varying the parameter ∆′ we obtain

A ≈ 80 − 660/∆′, thus confirming the above result for very large values of ∆′.

Finally, the existence of a collapse is shown to have a direct impact on the saturation

amplitude of the mode.
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Recent experiments at the Institute of Laser Engineering (ILE) in Japan [1] and at Rutherford 

Appleton Laboratory (RAL) in the United Kingdom [2] have shown good coupling of short-

pulse high-intensity laser light into high-energy electrons channeled down a narrow fiber. 

Such target configurations are being considered as backlighter targets on the National Ignition 

Facility (NIF). We will report on LSP calculations of these cone-wire experiments and other 

candidate target configurations. These calculations also give insight into the transport of 

MeV-electrons, which remains the critical issue for the achievement of fast ignition [3]. The 

LSP code uses a direct implicit particle-in-cell (PIC) algorithm in 2 or 3 dimensions to solve 

for beam particle transport, while treating the background particles as a fluid [4]. We have 

modified LSP to produce Kc photons in a non-invasive manner and will show calculated 

absolute Kc yields for the experiments reported by Key [2]. 
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The results of hybrid-implicit PIC LSP1 calculations of laser-produced hot electron

transport in solid copper targets will be presented as a function of varying target thickness (10

to 50 µm), aluminum overcoat thickness, and laser intensity (1018 < I < 1020 W/cm2). The

parameters  are  chosen  to  coincide  with  those  of  recent  experiments  geared  toward  the

development  of  8-  to  9-keV  backlighters,2 which,  in  addition  to  measuring  inner-shell

emission, have also generated strong evidence for thin (1-µm), hot (4-keV) surface layers. By

comparing plasma heating and absolute K
α

 yields, insight into electron transport is gained

with implications for both backlighter development3 and fast-ignition research.4 

This  work  was  supported  by  the  U.S.  Department  of  Energy  Office  of  Inertial

Confinement Fusion under Cooperative Agreement No. DE-FC52-92SF19460, the University

of Rochester,  and the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority.  The

support of DOE does not constitute an endorsement by DOE of the views expressed in this

article.
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Kinetic Simulation of Fast Electron Transport with Ionization Effects and

Ion Acceleration.
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In ultra-intense laser-solid interactions both the propagation of fast electrons into the solid tar-

get, and the production of multi-MeV ions are of great interest. Currently it is vitally important

that the effect of ionization on fast electron propagation is understood. We have carried out 1D

Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (VFP) simulations, using a version of the KALOS code that has been

modified to include collisional and field ionization processes, to investigate this. In particular

we have looked at the extreme case of fast electron propagation into an unionized insulator. We

report on the results of these simulations and interpret them using a reduced model. The param-

eters considered are relevant to laser-solid interactions at 1018Wcm−2
µm2. The breakdown at

the fast electron front is driven by a relatively strong electric field. Both ionization processes are

important to the complex dynamics of the breakdown. The electric field is considerably more

structured than in fast electron transport with a “warm” static background, due to the continual

ionization of the target material. We comment on the implications for internal ion acceleration.

It is also vital to understand rear-surface proton acceleration. In this hypothesis, the protons

originate from contaminant layers on the rear surface of the target. These contaminants are ion-

ized and the protons are accelerated in the strong sheath field set up as fast electrons propagate

into the vacuum and are reflected. We have used a 1D1P “triple” relativistic Vlasov code to

study this Rear Surface Acceleration. Both electron, proton, and heavy ion species are included.

We report the results of the simulations and interpret them using simple analytical models.
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A new version of the numerical code KALOS has been developed to solve the 
Vlasov-Fokker-Planck equation for electrons as well as EM wave propagation. 
KALOS represents the electron distribution function in momentum space by an 
expansion in spherical harmonics. Its unique features make possible simultaneous 
investigations of fast electron generation and transport and the collisional evolution of 
thermal particles, including the return current of cold electrons.  We report here on 
results obtained in one spatial dimension. Many tests of KALOS have included 
inverse bremsstrahlung heating of homogeneous plasmas for an arbitrary laser 
intensity, relaxation of temperature perturbations due to classical and nonlocal 
transport and comparisons with known analytical and numerical results. Absorption 
of femtosecond laser pulses has been studied at normal incidence in dense plasmas. 
For laser intensities above 1017 W/cm2, collisionless processes contribute to laser 
plasma coupling and these are not accounted for in hydrodynamical modeling [1] of 
100 fs laser absorption measurements [2]. We have studied absorption and energy 
transport in this regime for different density gradient scales and laser intensities. To 
describe absorption and hot electron transport for oblique incidence we have used the 
standard approach involving a Lorentz transformation to a frame moving along the 
target surface. Fast electron generation and propagation in dense plasma has been 
studied from moderate (~ 1016 W/cm2) to high laser intensities (<1019 W/cm2). 

[1] Eidmann et al. Phys. Rev. E 62, 1202 (2000).

[2] Price et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 252 (1995).
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Electron rings and filaments have been observed in recent experiments of fast 

electron propagation in Cerenkov (dielectric) media carried out at MPQ [1]. To 

understand the decay of rings into filaments seen in these experiments, we have 

performed a parametric study of resistive filamentation of fast electron beams by means 

of 3D hybrid PIC simulations [2]. The goal has been to analyse the dependence of beam 

filamentation and anomalous stopping on the electron beam parameters, such as density, 

divergence angle (or transverse temperature) and total current. Simulations show that 

beam filamentation occurs when the beam impinges perpendicularly on the target, being 

strongly attenuated when the divergence angle increases, in good agreement with the 

analytic model and simulations carried out by Gremillet et al. [3].   

 Electron propagation through increasing density profiles has been also studied. 

This allowed us to get a physical picture of beam filamentation, beam hollowing and 

anomalous energy deposition in realistic target conditions. This is important for fast 

electron transport between critical and ablation surfaces and therefore for fast ignition of 

pre-compressed fuel capsules. 
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Intense electron beam propagation through insulators:
ionization front corrugation instability
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The studies of the propagation of intense electron beam through solid foils is of a great
interest for numerous applications including the concept of the Fast Igniter, the proton
radiography, the novel neutron source, nuclear physics, etc. (see for example Refs. 1, 2).

Recent experimental investigations [3, 4] reveal a striking difference in the
propagation of intense electron beams through metals and insulators. While in metals electron
beam remains spatially uniform even after penetration through rather thick foil, the
propagation of the beam through an insulator results in spatial filamentation of initially
uniform beam and it happens at rather short distance from the surface of the foil.

1D analytical and numerical analysis of intense electron beam propagation through an
insulator [5, 6] show that in addition to binary ionization of neutrals, the electric field
ionization process plays an important role in the neutralization of beam charge/current. Here
we show that 1D ionization front is unstable against corrugation. The instability is associated
with an impact of the electric field ionization process. We estimate the growth rate of the
instability and compare our theoretical prediction with available experimental data [7].

[1] M. Tabak, J. Hammer, M. E. Glinsky, et al., Phys. Plasma, 1 (1994) 1626
[2] Y. Sentoku, T. E. Cowan, A. Kemp, and H. Ruhl, Phys. Plasma, 10 (2003) 2009
[3] D. Batani, A. Antonicci, F. Pisani, et al,. Phys. Rev. E, 65 (2002) 066409-1
[4] J. Fuchs, T. E. Cowan, P. Audebert, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 91 (2003) 255002-1
[5] V. Tikhonchuk, Phys. Plasmas, 8 (2002) 1416
[6] A. J. Kemp, Y. Sentoku, T. Cowan, et al., Phys. Plasma, 11 (2004) L69; A. J. Kemp, R. E.

Pfund, and J. Meyer-ter-Vehn, Phys. Plasma, 11 (2004) 5648
[7] R.B. Stephens, R.A. Snavely, Y. Aglitskiy, et al., Phys Rev E,�69 (2004) 066414
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Thin foil expansion into a vacuum
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Plasma expansion into a vacuum is an old problem which has been renewed

recently in various contexts: expansion of ultra-cold plasmas, cluster expansion,

expansion of dust grains, expansion of thin foils. In this presentation I will first discuss

the physics of the expansion of a thin foil irradiated by an ultra-short ultra-intense laser

pulse. The expansion results in the formation of high energy ions. For an infinitely steep

plasma-vacuum interface the fastest ions are located in the outer part of the expansion

and their velocity is given by [1] vmax ≈ 2 cs ln(ωpit) where cs=(ZkBTe/mi)
1/2 is the ion-

acoustic velocity, ωpi=(ne0Ze2/mie0)
1/2 is the ion plasma frequency, ne0 is the electron

density in the unperturbed plasma, Z is the ion charge number. In the above expression,

t is either the pulse duration or the effective acceleration time (in particular t ≈ L/2cs,

where L is the width of the foil, when the electron cooling is taken into account). A

salient characteristic of the expansion is the occurence of a double layer structure and a

peak of the accelerating electric field at the ion front. I will explain the origin of the

peak and predict its temporal behavior. This peak has been diagnosed in recent

experiments [2]. I will also discuss the effect of a 2-temperatures electron distribution

function on the expansion, showing the dominant role of the hot electron component.

Finally I will discuss the occurence of ion spikes in the expansion when the initial

density profile is smooth. The ion spike is due to a wavebreaking which cannot be

handled in a satisfactory way by a fluid code and requires a kinetic description. A

simple collisionless particle code has been used to treat the evolution of the spike after

the wave breaking and the results will be shown.

[1] P. Mora, Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 185002 (2003), and references therein.

[2] L. Romagnani et al, in preparation.
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Expansion of a finite size plasma in vacuum
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The production of energetic particles through the interaction of an intense laser pulse with

a solid target is a topic that has been widely investigated for several years. For sufficiently

long pulses, the emitted particles emerge from a coronal plasma formed by the laser on the

target foil and the expansion of the plasma in vacuum plays a key role in such a phenomenon.

Present experiments often involve “thin foils” as targets [1, 2, 3] which are in some cases no

thicker than a few tens of the hot electrons Debye length. Thus, although the expansion of semi-

infinite and self-similar plasmas has been widely investigated [4, 5, 6], in order to properly

address the experimental results a finite-size nonquasi-neutral approach is required. For such

a reason, by means of a physical model capable of describing the electron cooling that occurs

as the plasma expansion takes place and, consequently, ion acceleration we have developed an

analytical description of the thermal expansion of a globally neutral, finite size, unidimensional

plasma [7]. Our analytical predictions have been compared with numerical results obtained with

a Particle in Cell (PIC) code for different plasma sizes. An overall good agreement between

the analytical and numerical results has been found. Moreover, we have identified different

expansion regimes as function of time and plasma size.
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A large number of issues remain open in the study of laser-matter interaction at very 

high intensities. Recently, particle-in-cell (PIC) code simulations results have shown that the 

irradiation of very high intensity lasers on clustered matter leads to a very efficient heating 

of electrons. They show that chaos seems to be the origin of the strong laser coupling with 

clusters. More recently, it was confirmed in PIC code simulations, in the case of two 

counterpropagating laser pulses, that stochastic heating can lead to an efficient acceleration 

of electrons. 

Therefore, the issue that we will address is the stability of electron motion in the 

fields of several waves. We study this motion in a high intensity plane wave, perturbed by 

one or two electromagnetic plane waves. The solution of Hamilton-Jacobi equation is used 

to identify resonances. The Chirikov criterion is applied to two resonances corresponding to 

two symmetric perturbing waves. Above the Chirikov threshold, and for electron trajectories 

with their initial conditions in the overlapping region, stochastic heating is evidenced by 

computing single particle energies. 

Then, PIC code simulations results obtained with the code CALDER are presented in 

order to validate the theoretical model, for experimentally relevant parameters. The influence 

of the plasma density and the ratio of the amplitude of the two counterpropagating laser 

pulses on the stochastic effect is evaluated. 

Finally, the stochastic heating effect is used to improve acceleration of protons by the 

normal sheath process. A new target design is used to take advantage of the two 

counterpropagating laser pulses stochastic accelerator. 
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From fundamental principles, an analytic model is developed for energetic electrons 

interacting with hydrogenic plasmas [1,2]. From a unified point of view this model treats, in 

contrast to earlier models, the effects of stopping, straggling, and beam blooming, a 

consequence of multiple scattering and energy loss.  The model can treat either the case of 

partial or entire energy loss.  Enhanced energy deposition, which occurs in the latter portion 

of the penetration, is found to be inextricably linked to straggling and beam blooming. For 

energy deposition, the following picture emerges:   initially, a region of nearly uniform 

energy deposition occurs, but as the electron loses more energy, an extended region of 

enhanced, non-uniform energy deposition comes into play. This present work has important 

impacts on quantitatively evaluating energy deposition of the energetic electrons in various 

plasmas, including inertial confinement fusion plasmas and relativistic astrophysical jets. In 

the case of FI, for example, hitherto there have been no evaluations which have treated either 

straggling or blooming upon the energy deposition, without which there can be no confident 

assessment of ignition requirements. The calculations herein therefore forms a foundation for 

a baseline, at the very least, or an accurate assessment, at the very most, by which to evaluate 

these effects upon fast ignition.   

 

[1] C. K. Li and R. D. Petrasso,  Phys. Rev. E 70, 067401 (2004).  

[2] C. K. Li and R. D. Petrasso,  submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.(2004).  
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The linear instability that induces a relativistic electron beam passing through a return plasma 

current to filament transversely is often related to some filamentation mode with wave vector 

normal to the beam or confused with Weibel modes. We show that these modes may not be 

relevant in this matter and identify the most unstable mode on the two-stream/filamentation 

branch as the main trigger for filamentation. This sets both the characteristic transverse and 

longitudinal filamentation scales in the non-resistive initial stage. Practical consequences are 

important for the most unstable mode growth rate is significantly larger than the filamentation 

one. Also, this mode is poorly affected by any kind of beam or plasma temperatures [1-3]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[1] A. Bret, M.C. Firpo, and C. Deutsch. Phys. Rev. E, 70:046401, 2004. 

[2] A. Bret, M.C. Firpo, and C. Deutsch. Submitted to Phys. Rev. E. 

[3] A. Bret, M.C. Firpo, and C. Deutsch. To appear in Phys. Rev. Lett. 
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High energy gamma rays, produced via ultra intense laser-gas interactions have been used to 

induce photo-proton reactions in various materials.  The Jena multi-terawatt, (I = 5 x 10
19

 

W/cm
2
, 80 fs) table-top laser is focused into a He gas jet (10

19
 cm

-3
), generating a relativistic 

plasma channel, while the stability of the channel formation is monitored with a 2y probe 

beam.  Electrons in the relativistic channel are accelerated to energies of ~ 5 – 40 MeV and 

have a quasi exponential energy profile with temperatures of the order of 10 MeV.  The 

electrons are incident on a primary converter target (tantalum) of high proton number (z), 

thus generating high energy bremsstrahlung photons, which can induce (i,n) and (i,p) 

reactions in a secondary target.  Specifically, secondary targets of various z (magnesium, 

titanium, zinc and molybdenum) have been investigated, to compare the ratios of (i,p) and 

(i,n) reactions as a function of z.  

 

Photonuclear data describing the interaction of photons with atomic nuclei are of great 

importance for a variety of applications, such as radiation shielding, radiotherapy and 

possible transmutation studies.  While the majority of work carried out using both 

conventional nuclear techniques and laser plasma produced photons has looked at 

photo-neutron reactions, it has been highlighted [1] that the charged particle emission is as 

important, especially in the low z range, where the threshold energies and cross sections may 

be very similar.  

 

[1] http://iaeand.iaea.org/photonuclear/index.html 
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